Integrative continuum: accelerating therapeutic advances in rare autoimmune diseases.
Autoimmune diseases are chronic, life threatening, and of burgeoning public health concern. They rank among the 10 most common causes of death in women, and some have incidence rates surpassing those of heart disease and cancer. Emerging information regarding molecular and cellular mechanisms affords opportunities for the discovery of novel therapeutic strategies or the repurposing of FDA-approved pharmacologic agents. Yet, obstacles to drug development amplify as an inverse function of the incidence of rare autoimmune disease; challenges include heterogeneous clinical presentation, paucity of definitive biomarkers, and poorly validated measures of therapeutic response. An integrative continuum model to address these challenges is being applied to neuromyelitis optica (NMO)-a potentially devastating neurodegenerative process that has had limited therapeutic options. This model links target discovery with pharmacologic application to accelerate improved clinical efficacy. The application of such innovative strategies may help researchers overcome barriers to therapeutic advances in NMO and other rare autoimmune diseases.